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Benefits to Humanity: Why We Explore
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Goals and Objectives

go.nasa.gov/3zzSNhp

NASA’s Moon to Mars Strategy and Objectives: A Blueprint for 
Human Exploration (Architecting from the Right)



Architecture Concept Review Products



Executing from the Left: Segments and Sub-architectures



The Five Hazards of Human Spaceflight



Lunar Surface Habitat Key Challenges

• Delivery mass
• Dust contamination 
• Long dormancy
• Survive the night/thermal power
• Logistics transfer and loading



Lunar Surface Habitat Concept

The Surface Habitat is a concept being traded within NASA’s Moon to Mars architecture



Mars Transit Challenges

• No spares resupply chain
• Logistics storage capacity
• Reliability/Maintainability

• Communication delays/blackouts
• Earth Independent Operation
• Human health & performance 



Mars Surface Habitation Challenges

• Habitat landing and activation
• Planetary protection 
• Maintenance and sparing
• Martian dust management
• Radiation and thermal protection 





Regolith Concrete

• Lunar and Martian regolith could each serve as aggregates for 
concrete

• Cement and water will either need to be brought, extracted in-situ, or 
replaced in the mixture

• Sieving lunar & Martian regolith simulant to <1 mm diameter particles 
improves regolith concrete’s compressive strength 1

• Embedded fibers and mixture additives using in-situ materials offer 
more viable near-term reinforcement solutions 2

References: 1 Heemskerk, M.V., van Westrenen, W., and Foing, B.H., “Lunar and Martian Regolith Based Concrete 
as Building Blocks for Future Human Settlements,” 51st Lunar and Planetary Science Conference, Universities Space 
Research Association, The Woodlands, TX, 2020. 
2 Empelmann, M., Hack, N., Herrmann, E., Kloft, H., and Lowke, D., “Reinforcement Strategies for 3D-Concrete-
Printing,” Civil Engineering Design, Vol. 2, Issue 4, 2020, pp. 131-139

Example of waterless lunar 
simulant from H.A. Toutanji and 
R.N. Grugel.  “Performance of 
Waterless Concrete.” 
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Commercial Partners



NextSTEP Appendix A: Habitation Systems

Phase 1 – 2015-2016: 
Concept Designs and 
Operations

Phase 2 – 2016-2019: 
Prototype 
Development and 
Testing

Phase 3 – 2019-
present: 
Concept maturation 
and focus on long-
duration, in-space and 
surface habitats



Partnership Mechanisms
• Cooperative Agreement Notification (CAN)

• Step-1 white paper solicitation now open and due on March 13th, 
2024

• Small Business Innovative Research (SBIR)
• Subtopic on sensing/structural health monitoring for inflatable 

softgoods
• XHab

• University grant program 
• Space Act Agreements

• Allows external partner to use NASA expertise, facilities, equipment
• Tipping Points and Announcements of Collaborative 

Opportunity (ACO)
• Partnerships for technology development; targeted solicitations on 

specific technologies released periodically



Q&A



Backup charts



Types of Space Habitats



Inflatable Softgoods Material System 
Internal scuff layer

Bladder

Restraint layer

Micrometeoroid Orbital Debris (MMOD) shield

Thermal blanket

External shield

Represents one possible structural material option for future habitation systems



Lunar regolith
• Composed of very fine debris particles (a majority 

between 40-130 microns in diameter) of crystalline 
rocks, fragments of minerals, meteorite fragments, and 
underlying sub-particles (such as breccias and 
agglutinates) 

• Relatively high cohesion due to factors such as 
electromagnetic forces and the jagged nature of its 
particles

• Bulk density, shear strength, and compactness of 
regolith increases rapidly after the first few surface 
centimeters, making it incredibly difficult to dig and drill 
into given the moon’s 1/6th gravity

Lunar agglutinate from Apollo 
11 (NASA photo S87-38812)





Moon to Mars Planetary Autonomous Construction 
(MMPACT) Materials

• Binder-based materials
• Ordinary Portland cement
• Magnesium oxide-based cements
• Sodium silicate
• Calcium sulfo-aluminate
• Geopolymers
• Polymers
• Sulfur concrete

• 100% Regolith-based materials
• Microwave sintering
• Laser vitreous material transformation (VMX)
• Molten extrusion 
• Molten casting

Slide from Dr. Jennifer Edmunson, MSFC



Psychological and Social Considerations

Researchers studying the topic of social 
needs of urban dwellers have identified 
two major groups*:

Nature Needs
- Contact with nature
- Sense-focused aesthetics
- Recreation and play

Human-Interaction Needs
- Social interaction/privacy
- Citizen participation in design
- Sense of community identity

Ideal Goals for Large-Scale Lunar Habs:

Greenery and biophilic experiences that are 
integrated into housing and assemblies

Access to gathering spaces (with various degrees of 
privacy and amenities)

Inhabitant feedback and engagement in planning as 
base expands

Ease of access to amenities & services

A sense of place forged through architectural breaks 
from monotony

*Matsuoka, R. and Kaplan, R., “People Needs in the Urban Landscape: Analysis of Landscape And Urban Planning
Contributions,” Landscape and Urban Planning, Vol. 84, No. 1, 2008, pp. 7-19.



The Radiation Problem 

- Galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) are 
omnipresent and omnidirectional 
high-energy particles that are the 
most concerning form of radiation 
and greatest shielding challenge in 
space exploration

- Solar particle events (SPEs) are 
much more predictable and can be 
more easily stopped than GCRs 
(which tend to decline in number 
during SPEs)

- Total permissible career dose for a 
crew member is 600 mSv (NASA-
STD-3001, updated based on 
recommendation from National 
Academy of Sciences study on crew 
radiation limits in 2021)

- Short term SPE exposure limited to 
250 mSv per event



Executing from the Left: Segments and Subarchitectures

Segment: A portion of the architecture, identified by one or more notional missions or integrated use cases, illustrating the 
interaction, relationships, and connections of the sub-architectures through progressively increasing operational complexity and
objective satisfaction.

Sub-architecture: A group of tightly-coupled systems, 
functions, and capabilities that perform together to 
accomplish architecture objectives.

Communication, Positioning, Navigation, and Timing • Habitation • 
Human Systems • Mobility System and Logistics • Utilities and 
Services • Transportation • Utilization Systems



Lunar Surface Habitat 

Lunar surface habitat is one concept under trade in the architecture 



Mars Transit Habitat 

Mars Transit Habitat is one concept under trade in the architecture.


